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Hendrickson Software Components Announces Em@ilCRX Available Now
For Windows, Mac OS X and Linux

E-mail filtering, spam tracing and reporting soiution that works; Ideal for heterogeneous
computing environments.

Arlington, VA(PRWEB) May 31, 2006 -- Hendrickson Software Components (hsc) announced today that
Em@ilCRX, the company's new software for e-mail filtering, and spam source tracing and reporting, is
available cross-platform for Windows, Macintosh and Linux.

"Em@ilCRX is an ideal solution for spam-weary customers. Because it uses a combined approach to filter
email. It will do a technical validation of the email to detect forgeries, allow the e-mail to be filtered by country
of origin, has a content based filter supported by the power of Regular Expressions, a challenge response
system to validate clean email that is not a member of the user's friends list, and has a spam tracing and
reporting tool," stated Jeff Hendrickson, creator of Em@ilCRX.

Why is Em@ilCRX different from other e-mail filtering products?
- Rating Engine is reverse DNS based.
- Filter e-mail by country of origin.
- Built in Challenge Response.
- Filter on user defined Regular Expressions.
- Accepts e-mail from friends.
- Friends list is easily imported with the click of a button.
- Trace and report spammers to their Internet Service Providers.

Em@ilCRX enables everyone from end users to IT professionals working in complex networked environments
to effectively filter their e-mail Inbox.

Em@ilCRX is available for Windows, Macintosh and Linux. This makes Em@ilCRX ideal for people who use
one environment at work and another at home, or for those who work in mixed computing environments, or for
those who like to use software that is available for multiple platforms should their needs and interests change in
the future.

Pricing and Availability
Em@ilCRX is priced at $29.95 US. The product can be purchased directly from hsc at
http://www.emailcrx.com. Quantity discounts are available; please contact the company for details.

About Hendrickson Software Components
Founded in 1998, Hendrickson Software Components (hsc) offers a variety of software products and
components, including Sp@mX, @ccede (e-mail compliance software) and packaged enterprise applications.
hsc also offers custom software development and consulting services to help companies develop corporate-
compliant, spam-free e-mail infrastructures. The company is based in Arlington, Virginia and can be contacted
online at http://www.hendricom.com.
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Contact Information
Jeff Hendrickson
HSC
http://www.hendricom.com
703-499-6004

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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